
Remove technical barriers of repeated bluetooth syncing to boost patient adoption 
Patients can manually enter data if they experience connection issues
Clinicians are in control of alert triggers, configurable to complement any patient
cohort
Automatically share self-management education with patients, triggered by
configurable device data thresholds or response indicators
Monitor patient’s vitals and other health indicators as part of a comprehensive clinical
pathway

Automatically pull data from patient health wearables such as smartwatches, glucometers,
blood pressure monitors, electronic scales.

We’re developing a novel approach to provide clinical teams with real-time visibility to
patient risks by integrating with in-home medical devices to remotely capture patient
data.
Monitor patient progress in real-time against a set of clinical rules. Alert clinicians if a
patient requires further attention, without needing to manually review every data point.
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Supporting Virtual Models of Care 
and "Hospital in the Home" Pathways
Enable the safe and stable provision of healthcare services when the patient is
not physically within the healthcare setting with Personify Care’s virtual models
of care and ‘Hospital in the Home’ pathways.

Easily monitor patient risks at home to reduce the risk of readmissions or
complications. Ideal for virtual COVID-19 patient monitoring, early discharge
programs, or readmission prevention programs.

We’re helping healthcare teams boost bed capacity,
without impacting quality of care



personifycare.comTo learn more about digital patient pathways, visit

Make it easier for patients to provide feedback as part of their patient journey

Paper forms or standalone tools result in low patient response rates

Reduce administrative burden on staff

Embed patient feedback into their existing patient pathway

Free up capacity to provide a high value care experience

One seamless patient experience

Monitor patients in real-time against clearly defined escalation protocols 
Receive alerts when patient’s key health indicators deteriorate
Enable the capture and automated screening of patient-reported symptoms
Trigger patient instructions automatically  in accordance with clinical guidelines,
controlled by the health service
Secure messaging between clinicians and patients
Enable timely intervention and escalation in the event of deterioration
Free-up hospital bed capacity and direct care to the patients that need it most

Limit the risk of COVID-19 transmission and exposure to the community and healthcare
staff and create a consistent patient experience.

In response to remote monitoring and hospital at home requirements for COVID-19 positive
patients, we’ve integrated patient data collected from pulse oximeters to remotely monitor
patients as part of a digital patient pathway.

Patients have confidence their symptoms are being monitored via a daily digital check-in
monitored by their clinical team, whilst being comfortable in their home.

COVID-19 Remote (At-Home) Patient Monitoring

Watch announcement video > https://player.vimeo.com/video/641758532
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